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Welcome, Chalice Lighting:  Here we are, together in this space.  By our love and by our 

covenant, we make this a holy place.  We light the chalice of Unitarian Universalism in honor of 

the light that lives in each of us, the light that shines among us, and the light we bring into the 

world. 

 

Personal Check In: Briefly share something from your life since we last met and how you are 

feeling now.  

 

Opening Words: “When among one hundred men, one rules over ninety-nine, it is unjust, it is a 

despotism; when ten rule over ninety, it is equally unjust, it is an oligarchy; but when fifty-one 

rule over forty-nine (and this is only theoretical, for in reality it is always ten or eleven of these 

fifty-one), it is entirely just, it is freedom! Could there be anything more peculiar, in its manifest 

absurdity, than such reasoning? And yet it is this very reasoning that serves as the basis for all 

reformers of the political structure.” — from The Law of Love and the Law of Violence, Count 

Leo Tolstoy 

 

Questions to prompt and guide discussion: 

1. What Are You Observing? Do you believe division in the world/the nation/your town or 

city/your faith community growing? In answering that, consider the different ways we might 

measure increasing division: intensity of our disagreements, the impact of disagreement on our 

lives, the number of people who self-identify with tribes based on issues or views that are in 

wide dispute. 

2. What’s Your Value Judgment? Do you believe: that division is an inherently bad thing? …that 

unity can be a bad thing? …there are some ways division may be useful or productive or even 

healthy? 

3. What’s Your Personal Experience? How have you encountered division in your life and how 

have you handled division? Have you, on further reflection, wished you had handled it 

differently? How so? 

4. What Can Be Done? Whether it’s a personal goal or a larger wish for some broader community, 

what is there to be done about division in our lives? How can we manage division and conflicts 

that create them? What end are we serving when we’re addressing division in these ways? 

 

Sitting in Silence (Reflect on questions just posed as you prepare to hear readings) 

 

Readings - Words from the Common Bowl: Quotes/Readings (see end of document) 

 

Sharing - This is a time to speak without interruption and for deep listening.  Deep listening 

means no interrupting, no fixing, no saving, no advising, and no setting each other straight. 

Please share one or more responses to the session questions. 



 

(This is usually a good time to take a brief break) 

 

Open Discussion -This is a time to respond to something another person said about the topic or 

to relate additional thoughts that may have occurred as others shared their thoughts on this 

topic.  Continue to practice deep listening. 

 

Closing reading: Thou whose harmony is the music of the spheres / By our presence here with 

one another / In thy presence / May some of the harshness and discord of our human lives / Be 

transmuted into music. / A new song in our hearts may there be / And a new harmony in our 

beings / So we shall return to our many duties / with fresh courage / with rejoicing / and with 

eagerness. / Amen. 

— Robert French Leavens, Unitarian Minister (1878-1961) (this was commissioned by the First 

Unitarian Society of Madison for a choral work composed by Stephen Chatman in 1994) 

 

Announcements/Plans 

 

Check out:  As we close today, how are you feeling now? 

 

Extinguish the Chalice 

 

Readings - Words from the Common Bowl: Quotes/Readings: 

 

“Woman the poem, man the poet! Woman the heart, man the head! Such divisions are only 

important when they are never to be transcended…. We must have units before we can have 

union…. As this whole has one soul and one body, any injury or obstruction to a part or to the 

meanest member, affects the whole. Humans can never be perfectly happy or virtuous, till all 

humans are so.” 

— from Woman in the Nineteenth Century by Margaret Fuller, American journalist, editor, 

critic, and women's rights advocate 

 

“Institutionalized rejection of difference is an absolute necessity in a profit economy which 

needs outsiders as surplus people. As members of such an economy, we have all been 

programmed to respond to the human difference between us with fear and loathing and to 

handle that difference in one of three ways: ignore it, and if that is not possible, copy it if we 

think it is dominant, or destroy it if we think it is subordinate. But we have no patterns for 

relating across our human differences as equals. As a result, those differences have been 

misnamed and misused in the service of separation and confusion.” 

— from Sister Outsider by Audre Lorde (a/k/a Gamba Adisa or Rey Domini) 

 

“The bonds that unite us to another human being are sanctified when he or she adopts the 

same point of view as ourselves in judging one of our imperfections.” 

— from Within a Budding Grove: Part 2 by Marcel Proust 

 



“I want there to be a place in the world where people can engage in one another’s differences 

in a way that is redemptive, full of hope and possibility. Not this ‘In order to love you, I must 

make you something else.’ That’s what domination is all about, that in order to be close to you, 

I must possess you, remake and recast you.” 

— from Reel to Real: Race, Sex, and Class at the Movies by bell hooks 

 

“We humans…live together in very large groups of hundreds or thousands or millions, with a 

massive division of labor and a willingness to sacrifice for the group. But how do we do it? 

What's our trick? Clearly we don't suppress breeding and concentrate it in one queen or one 

breeding couple. Our trick is very different [from bees and termites]. Our evolved trick is our 

ability to forge a team by circling around sacred objects and principles…. People of all faiths are 

brought together by their shared devotion to sacred objects, people, and principles. This ability 

is crucial in war. And in politics. We’re just really good at binding ourselves together into teams, 

mostly when we’re competing with other teams.” 

— from an address to the Society for Personality and Social Psychology by Jonathan Haidt 

(January 27, 2011) 

 

“When spiders unite, they can tie down a lion.” 

— Ethiopian Proverb 

 

“Jews are a fractious, fissile people. How do we deal with it? We never believed that Jews or 

anyone else all have to think the same thing. We know we're argumentative. We argue. How 

then do we stay as one? By the sheer force of the argument itself. We stay, we converse, we 

disagree, but we never split apart. If you stay within the argument, there is love in the end. The 

argument itself is the total conversation of the Jewish people in dialogue with God. And so long 

as we keep arguing with one another, never leaving the table, but engaged in the elaborate 

pursuit of truth, that is what holds the Jewish people together: unity without uniformity.” 

— “Rabbi Jonathan Sacks on Community Conflict,” YouTube video (2011) 

 

“For united we stand. Divided we fall 

And if our backs should ever be against the wall 

We'll be together, Together, you and I” 

— chorus/refrain from “United We Stand” by the Brotherhood of Man 

 

“On measure after measure – whether primary voting, writing letters to officials, volunteering 

for or donating to a campaign – the most politically polarized are more actively involved in 

politics, amplifying the voices that are the least willing to see the parties meet each other 

halfway.” 

— “Political Polarization in the American Public,” Pew Research Center, June 12, 2014 

 

“Former general and White House Chief of Staff John Kelly said “the lack of the ability to 

compromise led to the Civil War.” What the…heaven? I guess he was happy with the Three-

Fifths Compromise. Would four days of slavery with a long weekend have been okay? 

Compromise on the humanity of Black, Brown and Native people is America’s original sin. 



Compromise on moral truth does not lead to peace, but to genocide, injustice and abuse. This is 

the lesson we must learn from history.” 

— Rev. Dr William J. Barber II, Twitter posts from October 31, 2017  

 

“There is partisan action. And there is relational organizing. And they are different. One is the 

alienating story of the most liberal church in town that nobody really trusts to heal our wounds. 

And one is the tool of a people invested in the community they hope to heal, a people who 

listen, who are more concerned with coalition-building than purity of political viewpoints. And 

that, I believe, is the future of powerful social justice among us.” 

— from a sermon by Nancy McDonald-Ladd, Senior Minister, River Road UU Congregation, 

Bethesda, Maryland 

 

“Remember the Nazi technique: ‘Pit race against race, religion against religion, prejudice 

against prejudice. Divide and conquer!’ We must not let that happen here. We must not forget 

what we are defending: liberty, decency, justice. We cannot afford the economic waste of 

services of all loyal and patriotic citizens and non-citizens in defending our land and our 

liberties.” 

— Franklin D. Roosevelt, statement promoting fair hiring practices for all, January 2, 1942 

(typically misattributed to Eleanor Roosevelt) 

 

“So powerful is the light of unity that it can illuminate the whole earth.” 

— Baháʼu'lláh (pronounced ba-ha-yul-LAH), founder of the Baháʼí Faith 

 

“I had hoped that the white moderate would understand that the present tension in the South 

is a necessary phase of the transition from an obnoxious negative peace, in which the Negro 

passively accepted his unjust plight, to a substantive and positive peace, in which all men will 

respect the dignity and worth of human personality. Actually, we who engage in nonviolent 

direct action are not the creators of tension. We merely bring to the surface the hidden tension 

that is already alive. We bring it out in the open, where it can be seen and dealt with. Like a boil 

that can never be cured so long as it is covered up but must be opened with all its ugliness to 

the natural medicines of air and light, injustice must be exposed, with all the tension its 

exposure creates, to the light of human conscience and the air of national opinion before it can 

be cured.” 

— from “Letter from A Birmingham Jail” by Martin Luther King, Jr. 

 

“Partisan conflict is necessary for democracy because one-party politics is not democracy. It’s 

totalitarianism. …But the good things that parties accomplish come with side effects. To unite 

people, parties must also divide people, by offering a common enemy to everyone on their 

side. …Here’s the paradox: We can’t have democracy without partisanship. But when 

partisanship overwhelms everything, it becomes increasingly difficult for democracy to 

function.” 

— from “We need political parties. But their rabid partisanship could destroy American 

democracy: We’re trapped in a frightening ‘doom loop’ of mutual distrust.“ by Lee Drutman 

(2017) 


